
Dear madam/sir who concern:
 
I am writing to you to deprecate the Migration Amendment (Visa Capping) Bill 2010, because if
this bill has passed that means the credibility to Australia government is nothing, and would
deprive the valued human right away from 140,000 people and more in the future.
 
I am a TAFE student who lodge the application of become a permanent resident more than 2 years
ago, but the application has been hang up since January 2009. I felt the hard work of immigration
department staff did and totally understand their decision that they stopped to process my
application for a period of time (it was 2 years waiting at that time), the 2 years has passed and
now I heard this visa capping bill was tabled. This bill astounds me in many ways. Firstly, the bill
is going to deny my endeavor all there years. Secondly, this bill let the country of hope lost its
credibility to us who really wanted to help to build our dream. Come last, this action that brings
this kind of bill on the table will destroy my faith in between people. Even a whole nation can
break her promise that easily, how about a human-being, it is not trustworthy of anyone. The
society will become chaos in not distant future. This is the result we don’t want to see.
 
My father asked me about that why I decide to stay in Australia instead of go back home. I
answered, I want to stay because this is a great country with lots of hope and opportunities, I want
to live in this kind of country-- the country has less deceptions and pressure. They believe of God
not in person. When I recollect all these memories now, suddenly I think I was wrong there are
deceptions in this country, not the people but the government itself. That is very disappointing.
 
After all, I think the immigration department wants to clean the mess they have made themselves
by sacrifice 140,000 people’ s future. Also gains power of the chief of the department himself
which would make him a new reason to be bribed. In the other way, I worried about the stability
of the society after such a huge change-over. And who dare to ensure that 140,000 desperate
people would not do anything harmful to the country? I won’t let to risk our live, especially in the
election year. And some people says new immigrant make them lost their job, funny thing is sloth
make people lost their job, not by the other person.
 
Best regards
 
Yiduo Yang


